B. Arch.

(SEM. VIII) EXAMINATION. 2006-07

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN - II

Time : 6 Hours] [Total Marks : 100

Notes : (1) Attempt all the questions.

(2) Assume any missing data.

(3) Two cartridge sheets & two butter sheets shall be supplied.

1. Design optimum utilization spaces for activity to be performed as enumerated below. Attempt any three.

   (a) Sleeping area (for two)

   (b) Eating area for (4 persons)

   (c) toilet area (single user)

   (d) working / study area for an student of architecture.

   (e) Cooking area
Express your ideas through:
Layout plan 1:10, section in 1:10 scale.

2. Draw plan, elevation and write the standard dimensions of the following anthropometrics study units:
   (i) Double bed
   (ii) Study table
   (iii) Dining chair
   (iv) Center table of drawing room
   (v) Dining table for six people